Contrast rectification and distributed encoding By ON-OFF amacrine cells in the retina.
The encoding of luminance contrast by ON-OFF amacrine cells was investigated by intracellular recording in the retina of the tiger salamander (Ambystoma tigrinum). Contrast flashes of positive and negative polarity were applied at the center of the receptive field while the entire retina was light adapted to a background field of 20 cd/m(2). Many amacrine cells showed remarkably high contrast gain: Up to 20-35% of the maximum response was evoked by a contrast step of only 1%. In the larger signal domain, C50, the contrast required to evoke a response 50% of the maximum, was often remarkably low: 24 of 25 cells had a C50 value of < or =10% for at least one contrast polarity. Across cells and contrast polarity, the dynamic ranges varied from extremely narrow to broad, thereby blanketing the range of reflectances associated with objects in natural environments. Although some cells resembled "contrast rectifiers," by showing similar responses to contrasts of opposite polarity, many did not. Thus for contrast gain and C50, individual cells could show a strong preference for either negative or positive contrast. In the time domain, the preference was strong and unidirectional: for equal contrast steps, the latency of the response to negative contrast was 20-45 ms shorter than that for positive contrast. The present results, when compared with those for bipolar cells, suggest that, on average, amacrine cells add some amplification, particularly for negative contrast, to the high contrast gain already established by bipolar cells. In the time domain, our data reveal a striking transformation from bipolar to amacrine cells in favor of negative contrast. These and further observations have implications for the input and output of amacrine cell circuits. The present finding of substantial differences between cells reveals a potential substrate for distributed encoding of luminance contrast within the ON-OFF amacrine cell population.